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President’s Message 

Summer greetings to all!  I wel-
come you back after a nice sum-
mer break, and hopefully, a safe 
and healthy one.   I trust every-
one took the opportunity to re-
charge and spend time with fami-
ly, friends, and people that 
matter most to you while making 
fun, lasting memories.   Time is 
precious and take advantage of it.      

It’s an honor and privilege to serve as President of The Society of Flavor Chemists 
for this term 2021-2022.  I’m humbled to serve, and I hope to continue moving us 
forward with continued improvements.  I want to thank the nominating committee 
who started me on this journey two  
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plus years ago as secretary along with 
the present and past board of direc-
tors for their continued direction, 
support, education and professional-
ism.  Also, I wish to thank my employ-
er, Mane, who has been a generous 
supporter of the SFC, and for sup-
porting me in challenging roles out-
side of the work environment.  I can’t 
stress this enough because our em-
ployer’s support gives us the founda-
tion to keep this organization pro-
gressing and keeps us growing as in-
dividuals.    
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President’s Message continued... 

 I am looking forward to an exceptional and eventful year as we make our way back to some in-person 
meetings while still holding some additional virtual meetings.  The latest meeting information is on the web-
site and you will also receive future save-the date email reminders.  As an additional prompt, some of the 
upcoming meeting dates are the following: 

 

September 9th, 2021 – In conjunction with the CSA Roundtable at Newark Liberty Airport Marriott
(separate registration required), in-person and Zoom virtual meeting for those that can’t attend 

September 30th, 2021 – Zoom Virtual Meeting  
Speaker – Dr. Gary Reineccius, “Flavor Encapsulation & Covalent Interactions with Food”          
Speaker – Dr. William van Dongen, “Volatile Compounds in Foods (VCF) Online Database” 

October 21st, 2021 – in-person meeting at Chicago Marriott Suites in Downers Grove, IL and Zoom virtual 
meeting for those that can’t attend 

November 18th, 2021 – British Society of Flavourists/Society of Flavor Chemists Joint Zoom Virtual 
Meeting (Tentative).  Details to follow. 

January 27th, 2022 — in-person meeting at DoubleTree Suites by Hilton, Anaheim, CA.  Details to follow. 

  

 It is still a work in progress, and we will do our best to get you the relevant meeting information as 
soon as it becomes available.  We strive to get you this info well in advance to assist you in planning your 
attendance at these meetings and to make your necessary travel arrangements.  Our program committees 
are actively planning our education sessions, but if you have suggestions for topics or speakers, then please 
feel free to reach out to them or any of the Board of Directors.  I hope you can join us in-person for at least 
one meeting this year, but I realize that with Covid-19 and now the Delta variant, that your attendance 
could be difficult.  Please know that we will follow the latest CDC, state, county, and hotel guidelines to 
keep our membership safe.   

 The past year was difficult for all of us, and unfortunately, I think there will be more trials over the 
next year.  However, we will continue to bring you great education sessions and stay positive and connected 
despite the challenges.  I am thrilled to be working with my fellow flavorists, the Board of Directors, Com-
mittee Chairs, and all the additional volunteers who strive to make this a great organization.  Also, I would 
like to personally welcome our newest board member, Justin Kozlowski, as our new treasurer, and our new 
by-laws chair, Mariano Gascon.  I am looking forward to seeing you again in-person or virtually soon.  I wish 
to thank everyone for their continued support of the SFC and those who work so hard to make it successful. 

 

Chris Williams 

SFC President 2021-2022 
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Sounds and Sensates  
By Honorio Lara 

When first discovering the flavor industry, I was  
a young academic who had only experienced sci-
ence in the context of academia.  Research was 
done according to prescribed methods that had 
been published, reviewed and repeated for centu-
ries.  Experimentation was done according to the 
book, with no room for anything remotely artistic. 
Creative expression had taken a lesser role in the 
life of an academic research chemist. 

From the Flavorist’s Notebook 

     After being introduced to flavor 
creation, I was challenged in a 
unique and totally unexpected 
way.  As much as I had learned in 
previous laboratories, this task re-
quired an abstract skillset and 
mental framework. While flavors 
have a strong and rich basis in aca-
demic research and are founded on 
concretely sound science from vari-
ous fields over many years,  it is cri- 

Analogous to music, 
flavors are the col-

lection of individual 
notes in such a way 
to (ideally) produce 
something harmoni-
ous and beautiful in 

a food. 

tically important to have a strong understanding 
of this foundational knowledge.  I found that in 
order to feel fulfilled and successful in my creation 
process, I needed to possess a deeper more ab-
stract skillset to enrich the fundamental skills.  The 
most natural progression to explore this more 
deeply seemed to be following something familiar  

that always pairs well with flavorful foods:  music. 

     My interest in this relationship led me to find, 
to my extreme delight, a plethora of peer re-
viewed articles that seek to understand the dy-
namics between smell and sound.  For example, in 
an article of particular interest, the effect of pleas-
ant/unpleasant background music on cookie taste 
perception was investigated and found that the 

liking of cookies was affected by the 
type of background music played 
while eating them (Ziv 2018). In an-
other study, the time intensity scale 
was used in wine flavor perception 
testing while the background music 
tone changed and found that a 
change in the music intensity di-
rectly correlated with the partici-
pant’s sweet and sour taste intensi-
ties (Wang et. al. 2017).  In yet an-
other fascinating study, researchers  

found that lower-pitched soundscapes enhanced 
bitter perception while higher-pitched sound-
scapes enhanced sweetness perception (Crisinel 
et.al. 2012).  
     It is not, however, my intention to dive into the 
plethora of published articles but instead to high-
light the relationship between music and flavor  
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Sounds and Sensates continued ... 

and how it enriches our industry. The Oxford dic-
tionary’s definition of music is “vocal or instru-
mental sounds (or both) combined in such a way  

as to produce beauty of 
form, harmony, and ex-
pression of emotion”. 
Sounds are made through 
the vibrations as varied 
frequencies that travel 
through the air to then be 

perceived by our specialized sensory organs 
(McDermott et. al. 2008). Similarly, the Vibrational 
theory of olfaction describes the theorized process  

of odor perception focused 
on the vibrational frequen-
cies of compounds at the 
molecular level (Hoehn et. 
al. 2018). Furthermore, anal-
ogous to music, flavors are 
the collection of individual 
notes in such a way to 
(ideally) produce something 
harmonious and beautiful in  
a food.  How could music not have an effect on 
flavor considering how important sound is to our 
perception of food?   The crunch of an apple, the 
squelch of a ripe peach, the fizz of a soda, and the 
crackling of pork skins are all vital parts of the 
overall flavor of these foods. Even the diction used 
in flavor descriptions borrows from music in that 
various components can contribute characteristic 
flavor ‘notes’.   Frankly, it was not until I stopped 
hyper-focusing on internalizing the fundamental 
flavor literature and rediscovering my love for mu- 

sic that I decided to 
entertain these no-
tions. Upon discuss-
ing this realization 
with a dear friend, 
he reminded me  

that his journey as a musician followed a similar 
path. He recounted the drilling of fundamentals 
until those skills were second nature, the studying 
and understanding of music theory, and the 
countless hours of training his ears to separate 
the layers and perceive what music theory taught. 
Over time that mastery allowed him to then im-
part his creativity on his craft and create music 
that was uniquely his; identifying individual com-
ponents in music that others could not. Much like 
musicians, flavorists combine notes to create a 
symphonic complex that is more pleasing and fa-
miliar than the individual parts. Flavorists experi-
ence more than just the flavor as a whole but in-
stead see each individual compound and its role. 

     As flavorists, our foundational knowledge and 
trained skills in perception are what allow us to 
perform well at our jobs. I believe that, similar to 
music, creativity and passion can synergize with 
our fundamentals to allow for the creation of ele-
gant flavors that not only satisfy the end goal but  

are uniquely ours as well.  In 
the spirit of science and art, 
I have begun organizing 
playlists to accompany my 
tasks at hand, and relearn-
ing music. There are songs  
to accompany the delectable 
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Sounds and Sensates continued ... 

As a resource, I have cited several articles that 
were referenced and others that might be of inter-
est. 
 

Crisinel, Anne-Sylvie, et al. “A Bittersweet Symphony: Sys-
tematically Modulating the Taste of Food by Changing 
the Sonic Properties of the Soundtrack Playing in the 
Background.” Food Quality and Preference, Elsevier, 
5 Sept. 2011, www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/
abs/pii/S0950329311001807.  

Hoehn, Ross D., et al. “Status of the Vibrational Theory of 
Olfaction.” Frontiers, Frontiers, 1 Jan. 1AD, 
www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fphy.2018.00025/
full.  

McDermott, Josh H, and Andrew J Oxenham. “Music Percep-
tion, Pitch, and the Auditory System.” Current Opinion 
in Neurobiology, U.S. National Library of Medicine, 
Aug. 2008, www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/
PMC2629434/.  

Qian Janice Wang University of Oxford, et al. “Assessing the 
Impact of Music on Basic Taste Perception Using Time 
Intensity Analysis.” Assessing the Impact of Music on 
Basic Taste Perception Using Time Intensity Analysis | 
Proceedings of the 2nd ACM SIGCHI International 
Workshop on Multisensory Approaches to Human-

Food Interaction, 1 Nov. 2017, dl.acm.org/
doi/10.1145/3141788.3141792.  

Shockman, Elizabeth. “How Music Can Affect Your Sense of 
Taste.” The World from PRX, PRI's Science Friday, 6 
Feb. 2016, www.pri.org/stories/2016-02-06/how-music
-can-affect-your-sense-taste.  

Spence, Charles, and Ophelia Deroy. “On Why Music Chang-
es What (We Think) We Taste.” i-Perception, Pion, 16 
Apr. 2013, www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/
PMC3677333/.  

Ziv, Naomi. “Musical Flavor: The Effect of Background Mu-
sic and Presentation Order on Taste.” European Jour-
nal of Marketing, Emerald Publishing Limited, 3 Apr. 
2018, www.emerald.com/insight/content/doi/10.1108/
EJM-07-2017-0427/full/html.  

gamut of flavors, with the goal of improving my 
performance on the stage that is flavor creation.  
As a freshman member of the Society of Flavorists, 
and a first-time contributor to this newsletter, I 
realize that in a long-standing industry that re-
quires creativity, many of you have already made 
these realizations and use your passions in practice 
as experienced professionals. I also imagine that 
there are many other forms of art that have in-
spired flavorists in their craft. Overall, I hope to 
create a dialogue between colleagues about the 
passionate and inspired side of flavor creation in 
order to extend beyond the wealth of published 
knowledge; to each share a personal page From 
the Flavorist’s Notebook.  

Honorio Lara is a new member having been elected direct 
to certified membership on Oct 2, 2020.  He currently 
works for Mother Murphy’s Labs in North Carolina. 

From The Flavorist’s Notebook. This is a new column in this newsletter to feature anything of your flavorist experi-

ences to share.  If you would like to write about something from your notebook and contribute here, please contact 
Elsa Howerth at  elsa.howerth@kerry.com 

❖ ❖ ❖ 

mailto:elsa.howerth@kerry.com
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FLAVOR ENTHUSIAST 

Sotolon: The Molecule That Smells Like 
Pancakes, Fall, and a NYC Mystery 

By Jason Horn 

Check out this light-hearted story on Serious Eats.  Click on the link for the original publication. 

With the arrival of fall and pumpkin-spice...everything, here’s the story of a molecule found in both Indian 
spice mixes and maybe your flavored latte (it was also the source of a four-year Manhattan smell mystery). 

Late on the night of October 28, 
2005, and early into the next 
morning, New York City’s 311 
service hotline was flooded 
with calls reporting a strange 
odor wafting across Manhattan. 
Large swaths of the island 
smelled like maple syrup and 
nobody knew why. 
Was it terrorism? A stunt from the Eggo people? A 
sneak-attack by sentient maple trees? 

 

NYPD, NYFD, and NYC’s emergency management 
and environmental protection agencies launched 
an investigation that determined the smell was 
harmless, but it failed to identify a source. The 
odor disappeared, and life went on. Until it 
popped up again one day in March 2006. And 
again that November. And again a year after that. 
Then-hit TV show 30 Rock even made a joke about 
the mysterious smell. 

It took almost four years of sporadic aromatic 
events to finally solve the mystery: The maple syr-
up smell came from a factory in New Jersey pro-
cessing fenugreek.  

Often called by its Hindi 
name, methi, fenugreek’s 
seeds and leaves can be 
found in stews and spice 
mixes throughout most of 
the varied regional cuisines 
of India and Pakistan.  

But even an experienced 
Indian chef has trouble des- 

cribing exactly what methi tastes like on its own. 
"My advice is, don’t taste it. It’s bitter!" laughs 
Pawan Mahendro, owner and chef of Badmaash, 
which he opened in Los Angeles in 2013 with his 
two sons. Mahendro grew up in Punjab, in northern 
India, where methi seeds often go into pickles. "My 
grandmother would do a lot of pickling, and we 
would always play with the methi seeds. One time 
she said, ‘bite this.’ I chewed on some and they 
were so bitter I never wanted to taste them again!" 
he says. "That was my first memory of methi." 

 

Since then, Mahendro’s spent 50 years in the res-
taurant business—in India, Canada, and the US—
and changed his mind about methi. At one Toronto 
restaurant, he was in charge of making house-cured 

https://www.seriouseats.com/sotolon-flavor-molecule
https://www.seriouseats.com/sotolon-flavor-molecule
https://www.nytimes.com/2005/10/28/nyregion/good-smell-perplexes-new-yorkers.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2005/10/28/nyregion/good-smell-perplexes-new-yorkers.html
https://gothamist.com/news/as-seen-on-tv-the-maple-syrup-smell-on-30-rock
https://gothamist.com/news/live-maple-syrup-smellis-from-new-jersey
https://www.seriouseats.com/spice-hunting-fenugreek-methi-how-to-use
https://www.seriouseats.com/original-butter-chicken
https://www.badmaashla.com/
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Sotolon: The Molecule That Smells Like 
Pancakes, Fall, and a NYC Mystery 

continued ... 

salmon for brunch and experimented with lots of 
different ingredients. One combination of lemon, 
dill, and methi was especially popular. "It turned out 
to be very flavorful," he remembers. "People started 
asking, ‘What is different about this?’ But nobody 
could pick out why." 

 

Maple syrup, though? Kinda. "When I roast and 
powder methi, it has a sweetish kind of flavor but 
there’s a bitter ending to it," Mahendro says. 
"Maybe like a strong, dark caramel, yes." 

 

The molecule responsible for both methi and the 
Manhattan Maple Whodunit is sotolon (sometimes 
spelled with an "e" at the end—"sotolone"), which is 
present in fenugreek in large quantities and pops up 
in all sorts of other unexpected places. "I’ve used it 
in banana, pumpkin, elderflower, strawberry, and 
peach flavors," says Kim Juelg, a principal flavorist 
for Givaudan, the world’s largest maker of flavorings 
and scents. After 25 years working her way up 
through the ranks of the company and training in 
tasting and chemistry, she’s now in charge of formu-
lating savory, sweet, and beverage flavors for 
brands you’ve definitely heard of, but which she’s 
not allowed to name. (If you see "natural flavors" or  

"artificial flavors" on an ingredients list, there’s a 
good chance Givaudan made them.) 

 

Juelg describes sotolon as a "sweet, brown" mole-
cule that you’d likely find in chemical facsimiles of 
things like molasses, caramel, and, yes, maple syr-
up. Compared to other ingredients flavorists have 
at hand, sotolon is quite expensive, so it’s typically 
used in conjunction with other, more affordable 
chemicals. Your pumpkin spice beverages, and 
granola bars, and candies, and candles, are made 
with a mix of molecules that may include sotolon, 
too. 
 

Sotolon is a lactone, which has a very specific defi-
nition related to molecular structure that’s way 
too complicated to talk about here. But for flavor 
purposes, lactones tend to be oily, and don’t dis-
solve well in water. That means their scents linger: 
When Juelg uses sotolon at work, it "sticks" to her 
skin and clothes much longer than, say, banana-

flavored isoamyl acetate, which evaporates and 
washes away quite readily. "I have left work, gone 
to the grocery on my way home, and while in line 
have heard people say, ‘Do you smell pancakes?’" 
she remembers. "Even after showering, you’re 
gonna smell it for a few days." 

 

Sotolon’s texture also makes it useful for the elu-
sive component of flavor called mouthfeel. It 
"tastes" kind of thick, if that makes any sense. 
"The oiliness of lactones just lays there and sticks 
on your tongue," Juelg says. "We use them a lot 
for ‘fleshiness’ in strawberry or coffee. Stuff 
you’re trying to give a fuller mouthfeel without 
being sweet." Unlike molecules that evaporate 
quickly and you taste on the "front" of the palate, 
you taste these "mid-to-finish," she says. 

https://www.seriouseats.com/sotolon-flavor-molecule
https://www.seriouseats.com/sotolon-flavor-molecule
https://www.givaudan.com/
https://www.seriouseats.com/banana-flavor-isoamyl-acetate
https://www.seriouseats.com/banana-flavor-isoamyl-acetate
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Sotolon: The Molecule That Smells Like 
Pancakes, Fall, and a NYC Mystery 

continued ... 

Sotolon’s texture also makes it useful for the elusive 
component of flavor called mouthfeel. It "tastes" 
kind of thick, if that makes any sense. "The oiliness 
of lactones just lays there and sticks on your 
tongue," Juelg says. "We use them a lot for 
‘fleshiness’ in strawberry or coffee. Stuff you’re try-
ing to give a fuller mouthfeel without being sweet." 
Unlike molecules that evaporate quickly and you 
taste on the "front" of the palate, you taste these 
"mid-to-finish," she says. 
 

Sotolon’s "heavy" stickiness and slow evaporation is 
how it was able to blow across the Hudson, but the 
reason so many people noticed the maple smell is 
that it’s especially potent. People can taste it at con-
centrations of .02 parts per million, which is 2000 
times as potent as vanillin (as the name suggests, a 
major component of vanilla flavor), another "sweet, 
brown" molecule Juelg works with frequently. 
 

With an important role in both curries and fake car-
amel, sotolon atomically bridges the divide between 
sweet and savory. And some of the other natural 
sources of the chemical do the same. You can find 
lots of sotolon in candy cap mushrooms, which chefs 
often turn into ice cream or caramels, as well as in 
the oxidized minerality of sherry and other barrel- 

aged wines and spirits, and in the toasty sweet-
ness of cigar tobacco. Homebrewers sometimes 
add fenugreek to their beer to produce a subtle 
maple flavor without adding sugar. And there’s 
even a connection to funny-smelling pee: Suffer-
ers of a rare genetic disorder called maple syrup 
urine disease can’t process certain amino acids 
properly, leading, through a series of chemical 
steps, to sotolon—and its distinctive odor—in 
their excretions. (The disease is typically diag-
nosed in infants whose parents smell, well, maple 
syrup urine, and it can be fatal but it's fairly easily 
treated by regulating amino acids in the diet.) 
 

So the next time you’re wandering the streets and 
get an overwhelming whiff of maple syrup 
(assuming you’re not in Vermont in early spring), 
look for a spice factory or an Indian restaurant—
no need to call the police. 

❖ ❖ ❖ 

FLAVOR ENTHUSIAST is a new column in this news-
letter that features interesting, relatable, light-hearted 
published articles for quick read.    

This article was published on Serious Eats on 10/12/20.  
Here’s the link. 

https://www.seriouseats.com/sotolon-flavor-molecule
https://www.seriouseats.com/sotolon-flavor-molecule
https://www.seriouseats.com/asparagus-pee-asparagusic-acid
https://medlineplus.gov/genetics/condition/maple-syrup-urine-disease
https://medlineplus.gov/genetics/condition/maple-syrup-urine-disease
https://www.seriouseats.com/sotolon-flavor-molecule
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MEETING NEWS 

449th Business Meeting of The Society Of Flavor Chemists, Inc. 
Wednesday, April 28, 2021, 4:00-5:30 PM EST 

Virtual Meeting on Zoom 

• Total registrations were 174 of which 138 were SFC members.  Great attendance! 

• 2 candidates were presented and elected.   
• Beth Harden, apprentice (Flavor Producers), sponsor Karyn O’Bryan spoke on her behalf 
• Kathleen Brown, certified (Mother Murphy’s Labs), sponsor Suzanne Johnson spoke on her behalf 

• Updates by media, membership, and website committees reported.  See following pages. 

• Coping with COVID-19—open discussion and sharing. 
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450th Annual Meeting of The Society Of Flavor Chemists, Inc. 
Thursday, June 10, 2021, 5:00-7:00 PM EST 

Virtual Meeting on Zoom 

MEETING NEWS 

• Total registrations were 59 of which 52 were certified members.  We had members join in from Canada, 
Ireland, Mexico, and Brazil.  Awesome! 

• A moment of silence was observed in memory of John C Leffingwell and Robert Swaine, Sr. 

• 3 candidates were presented and elected.  See pictures and bios in the following Member pages. 
 John Cris Balmonte, apprentice (Symrise), sponsor Nancy Laskey spoke on his behalf 
 Christina Hook, certified (Sensient), sponsor Dana Chen spoke on her behalf 
 Richard Kyle Joyce, certified (Mother Murphy’s Labs), sponsor Suzanne Johnson spoke on his behalf 

• President Paul Ricciardi gave an annual report of his term Sept 2020-June 2021.  This was first time for us to 
experience lockdowns due to the COVID-19 pandemic.  Highlight of the year was resumption of our 
meetings virtually via Zoom.  We saw large member attendance like never before.  He thanked all the vol-
unteers on the Board and Committees for a job well done during a tough pandemic year. 

• Chairperson Elsa Howerth presented outgoing president Paul a presidential plaque in appreciation  

• Chairperson Elsa Howerth presented the 2021-2022 Slate of Officers  and membership voted in approval. 

• Outgoing president Paul passed the gavel to incoming president Chris Williams with brief congratulatory 
words and best wishes. 

• New President Chris gave a  few words of great plans for the upcoming year. 

• Nominating Committee Chair, Elsa Howerth, presented the membership awards. 
 25 year membership pin awarded to: 

• Phillip Russell, Susan Lerner, Carmelita Ventura-Perez, Lowell Sanker, Jorge Kalafatic, 
 Mary Foster, Mary Maile, Gary Raab, Kathleen McNamara. 

 2021 Golden Blotter Award to Leslie Blau. 
• Elsa presented a slide show of Leslie’s career, contributions to the SFC, and the flavor industry. 
• Nick Feuerstein (SFC Past President 89-90) and Dennis Kujawski (SFC Past President 98-99) 

gave heartfelt messages to Leslie. 
• Leslie Blau received the award and gave a message of appreciation. 

 

To view the slide presentation in pdf, please go to the SFC website www.flavorchemists.com, log in, click My 
Membership > Membership Documents > and find the file “2021 Annual Report”          

To view the Zoom recording:  Click 2021 SFC Annual Awards  

https://flavorchemists.com/
https://www.dropbox.com/s/7bg85d43l0uorq4/May%202021%20Awards%20Presentations.mp4?dl=0
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Candidates elected on Apr 28, 2021 Congratulations! 

MEMBER NEWS 

Kathleen Brown 

Mother Murphy’s Labs 

Upgrade to Certified 

I enjoy spending time outside with my husband and two chil-
dren.  I am passionate about trail running, experimenting with 
new recipes, gardening and traveling. 

Beth Harden 

Flavor Producers 

Apprentice 

I was born and raised in southern California where I received both 
my BS and MS in Food Science from California State University, 
Northridge.  I began my career as an intern at Flavor Producers and 
immediately fell in love with the combination of chemistry, food sci-
ence, and creativity and quickly knew this is exactly what I wanted 
to do with my career.  I love being able to constantly grow within 
this profession.  Outside of work, I enjoy spending time with my 
family, cooking, reading, and the occasional binge watching. 

MEMBER NEWS 
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Candidates elected on June 10, 2021 Congratulations! 

MEMBER NEWS 

John Cris Balmonte 

Symrise 

Apprentice 

I started in the Food/Flavor Industry as a Beverage Technician in a 
flavor house on the west coast after my undergraduate studies in 
2012.  Here I learned the intricacies of different types of beverag-
es.  After a few years in beverage application, I transitioned to fla-
vor development in 2014.  I have been working for Symrise since 
the acquisition in mid-2015 and working out of the Teterboro facil-
ity since 2016.  In 2019, I completed the two-year Symrise Flavor 
Academy. 

 

Christina Hook 

Sensient 

Upgrade to Certified 

I started my flavor career at Bell Flavors & Fragrances working 
part-time in a variety of departments and learning the big picture 
of how a company works.  Then I moved to Sensient Flavors 
where I focused on R&D and completed all of my training.  I love 
keeping up with the fast pace of the industry and solving prob-
lems that arise day to day.  Outside of work, I spend my time 
reading, golfing, and playing board games. 
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Candidates elected on June 10, 2021 Congratulations! 

MEMBER NEWS 

Richard Kyle Joyce 

Mother Murphy’s Labs 

Upgrade to Certified 

I was born and raised in North Carolina, obtaining a B.S. in Buesi-
ness in 2000.  I have worked for Mother Murphy’s since 2004.  I 
am married to Allison Joyce and have a 12-year old son, Jack.  I 
enjoy sports, games, photography, the outdoors, collecting pinball 
machines, and spending time with my family. 
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25-YEAR MEMBERSHIP AWARD 

Congratulations on reaching 25 years of continued membership with the 
Society of Flavor Chemists!   May you continue to have more creative 
years ahead.  We present you this 25-year membership pin in apprecia-
tion of your support of the Society.  We hope you wear it with pride. 

Phillip Russell 
Arylessence, Inc. 

I am extremely honored to be receiving such an important award 
from the Society of Flavor Chemists. 

I would like to acknowledge Takasago, where I spent the first 26+ 
years of my career in the industry, learning from mentors like 
Bernie Rutkowsky, Dick Potter, Peter Mazieko and Amby 
Mankoo, each of whom eagerly shared their knowledge, exper-
tise and wisdom.  

At Arylessence Inc, I will continue to serve as coach and mentor 
helping to shape future Flavor Chemist Society members and as-
piring award recipients. 

Susan Lerner 

Artist 

Although I haven't been practicing Flavor Chemistry for a 
while, I am honored to receive this pin as a token milestone 
of my years in the flavor industry.  I so enjoyed working for 
FDO, Robertet, Givaudan and Seagram.  These days, I am do-
ing a different mixing of sorts...collage.  Instead of using 
chemicals and extracts, I use paper.  I  conjure up nostalgia 
with vintage hand-cut imagery and photographs. I feel like it's 
very similar to the creativity of developing flavors in the lab. 
Thank you for recognizing my participation in SFC.  

Best, 

Susan Lerner 
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25-YEAR MEMBERSHIP AWARD 

Congratulations on reaching 25 years of continued membership with the 
Society of Flavor Chemists!   May you continue to have more creative 
years ahead.  We present you this 25-year membership pin in apprecia-
tion of your support of the Society.  We hope you wear it with pride. 

Carmelita Ventura-Perez 

Retired from Con Agra 

First & foremost, Thank you Elsa & All SFC Officers  for  reaching out & 
sending me my 25 th years pin. 

 

It is my outmost gratitude & appreciation.   I highly value this SFC  
tradition to recognize us members reaching this milestone.  Am 
Blessed  I had  reached this and proud to wear this pin.  I will treasure 
this recognition & may All the members  look forward & strive to this 
endeavor a  significant  culmination of journey to success.  Praying for 
continued  increase of members of the Society of Flavor Chemist and 
unity in its mission & vision.  Congratulations to the new set of Offic-
ers !!!  
Again Thank you very much!  To many more years to come …  

Lowell Sanker 

Retired in March 2021 from Procter & Gamble 

Many thanks to my SFC friends who generously 
shared their Flavorist skills & techniques over the 
years.    
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25-YEAR MEMBERSHIP AWARD 

Congratulations on reaching 25 years of continued membership with the 
Society of Flavor Chemists!   May you continue to have more creative 
years ahead.  We present you this 25-year membership pin in apprecia-
tion of your support of the Society.  We hope you wear it with pride. 

Mary Maile 

Synergy Flavors 

Very proud to be a part of SFC for over 25 years! Enjoy 
meeting members and members to be, attending well or-
ganized events and symposiums. Truly grateful to continue 
to apply my knowledge, creativity and passion making 
food taste better!  

 

Thank you, 

Mary 

Jorge Kalafatic 

Bell Flavors & Fragrances 

 

I’d really like to thank Dr. Peter Calabretta for giving me 
the opportunity to join his company, Comax.  He passed 
away last year, unfortunately.  And Pat Strasta who 
trained me for three years or so, thank you very much. 
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25-YEAR MEMBERSHIP AWARD 

Congratulations on reaching 25 years of continued membership with the 
Society of Flavor Chemists!   May you continue to have more creative 
years ahead.  We present you this 25-year membership pin in apprecia-
tion of your support of the Society.  We hope you wear it with pride. 

Gary Raab   

(Past President 2012-2013) 

Flavor Materials Int’l 

Thank you! 

Mary Foster   

(Past President 2015-2016) 

Firmenich 

Thank you! 
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25-YEAR MEMBERSHIP AWARD 

Congratulations on reaching 25 years of continued membership with the 
Society of Flavor Chemists!   May you continue to have more creative 
years ahead.  We present you this 25-year membership pin in apprecia-
tion of your support of the Society.  We hope you wear it with pride. 

Kathleen McNamara 

IFF Tastepoint 

Thank you! 
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2021 GOLDEN BLOTTER AWARD 

Vice President, PFW/Hercules  1974-1992  (18yrs) 
Vice President, Givaudan/Tastemaker  1992-1997  (5 yrs) 
Vice President, Firmenich 1999-2009 (10 yrs) 
Consultant, General Flavors 2009-2017 (8 yrs) 
President, SFC  1994-1995, Board 1991-1996 

President, FEMA  2006-2007, Board 1999-2008 

President, IOFI  2008-2010, Board 2003-2011 

is presented to 

Leslie L. Blau 

In recognition of your outstanding service and contributions 
to The Society of Flavor Chemists and its members and your 

tireless activities as a champion of the flavor industry. 
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The Flavor Industry from 1945—1995 

A Short History of the Flavor Industry with emphasis on the USA in the past fifty 
years 

Page 38 
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From Nick Feuerstein: 
Those of you that have had the opportunity to work 
with Leslie know that there is nobody more deserv-
ing of such a prestigious award and high honor. In 
both my personal life and professional career, I 
have had the great opportunity to learn from and 
be mentored by Leslie. Within the flavor industry, he 
has gone above and beyond to not only contribute 
to the advancement of the Society, but has worked 
to ensure that he left behind a great legacy. In my 
personal experience, he introduced me to the indus-
try and welcomed the idea of training newer flavor-
ists. From our time working together at Lueders, he 
has been a natural born leader with great passion 
and dedication. It is no secret that between all his 
leadership positions, he has personally changed the 
industry for the better.  

Leslie, since our childhood days in Romania, you 
have been a dear friend whom I am fortunate to 
know. You have accomplished many great things in 
your professional career, however watching your 
beautiful family evolve into a life of pure bliss has 
been the greatest gift. Your admiration and love for 
your wife, three children, and nine grandchildren 
has certainly become something to be proud of.  

Congratulations once again on a well-deserved hon-
or. I’m looking forward to seeing you continue to 
enjoy retirement and to the many more family cele-
brations to come.  

Nick Feuerstein (SFC Past President 1989-1990) 

Leslie with his mentors Gerry Kraus & Colman Gold-
hammer (past President 84-85) and his mentee, 
Nicholas Feuerstein (past President 89-90) 

From Bipin Khara: 

Leslie Blau:  My Mentor and My Friend and My Ex-

Boss 

I have been a big admirer of Leslie for a very long 
time since he gave a great presentation about Ja-
pan in one of the SFC’s meetings.  He worked in 
Japan for a long time.  Since then I became a big 
fan of him. 

Fast forward in 2000s at Firmenich, he became my 
immediate boss as VP North America (NAM) bever-
ages.  This gave me a chance to get to know him 
personally.  Finally, it was so good to have a boss at 
Firmenich who also is a Flavorirst.  (Well, we could 
not also fool him as he is one of us.)  A terrific boss 
and a mentor, demanding but fair.  Very pragmatic. 

Later on he became VP of Flavors for the entire 
NAM, became my big boss.  I took initiative and he 
approve it.  I used to arrange regular lunch 
meetings with him for all my Flavorist colleagues in 
Plainsboro.  We all had gotten to know him more as 
a very fine human being, a great manager, and a 
personal friend.  I also learnt from him the business 
side of our business. 

He very well deserves the Golden Blotter award and 
more. 

I still miss him at Firmenich.  I sincerely wish Leslie 
and his family a safe and healthy long life. 

Bipinchandra Khara, Certified Member  

 

 From Carl Holmgren: 
I am most impressed by his calm efficient manner 
and his deep, resonant, accented voice.  He is an 
excellent leader.  Our limited time working together 
on the Board was quite productive for me.  This is a 
well-deserved award. 

Carl Holmgren (SFC Past President 1996-1997) 
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Unfortunately, many of the flavorists with whom 
he worked at PFW are no longer with us —Cliff 
Desch, Isabel  Lopriori, Carlo Isaacs, Brian Grain-
ger, Peter Mazeiko.  When PFW joint ventured 
with Hercules to form Tastemaker, he was in a 
management position.  Eventually, he moved on 
to Firmenich and I was with IFF. 
 

Throughout his career he has been a great am-
bassador for the flavor industry, international 
ambassador, and being a flavorist himself, a great 
ambassador for flavorists.   
 

Leslie, I just want to say congratulations on re-
ceiving this award.  It was great working with 
you.  I know you couldn’t have achieved such ac-
complishments without the support of your won-
derful wife, Stephanie. So Stephanie, congratula-
tions to you also. 
 

Dennis Kujawski (SFC Past President 1998-1999) 
 

 

From Dennis Kujawski: 

 

It has been about 30 years since Leslie and I 
worked together.   Leslie and Cliff Desch joined 
PFW a short time after Polak's Fruital Works 
was purchased by Hercules.  This was sometime 
around 1975.  The company had purchased an 
unfinished building, destined to be the Hercules 
Food Technology Center, that was originally 
going to house a medical group. The word was 
that the doctors who were involved got into a 
rather nasty disagreement and the partnership 
dissolved. 
 

Leslie and Cliff were introduced to the group as 
having come from Givaudan.  Leslie had an in-
teresting background having emigrated from 
Eastern Europe where his family had owned a 
soda company.  He had a pretty cool accent 
also.  At the time he was working on a MS de-
gree at FDU.  I believe his research topic was the 
synthesis of vanillin from Huon Pine oil.   Leslie 
shared a lab with Aurora Montenegro.  He 
worked on various types of projects for various 
global areas and was very involved with cus-
tomers.  He also got quite involved with the 
research department.  He was very congenial 
with a good sense of humor and readily wel-
comed into our group.  He took a personal inter-
est in everyone.  
 

After a few years he went to South America on 
assignment and a short while after he returned 
to the United States he left for an extended peri-
od in Japan where he helped build the PFW 
presence that in the past was done only through 
agents.   I remember one evening, now this was 
a time long before the ubiquitous cell phone 
here in the US, that I received a call from him 
from a carphone in Tokyo as he was going to 
visit a customer.  What today is commonplace 
was rather novel at that time. 
 

Upon his return he became General Manager 
of our Middletown NY location and the Flavor 
Division. He recognized people's strengths and 
gave them opportunities.  I speak from person-
al experience and am very thankful . 
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Being the Chairperson with the privi-
lege of choosing a Golden Blotter 
Award recipient was a real oppor-
tunity for me  to recognize  a well-
deserving member.  In my research, I 
found that Leslie Blau was long over-
due for this recognition.  His achieve-
ments in his career are impressive.  
His high level of volunteerism in the 
flavor industry is unmatched which 
makes him even more impressive.  
How could anybody miss this or pass 
him up for this award?  As I reflected 
on this, I feel like this opportunity 
was reserved for me. 

Leslie, you don’t know me from Ad-
am.  But I consider myself an indirect 
descendant of you in terms of my 
flavorist career.  Through your am-
bassadorship of the SFC, you cultivat-
ed a true friendship with Ishikawasan 
of T.Hasegawa in Japan, which 
brought him to join the SFC, which in 
turn brought Unnosan to join the 
SFC, who then sponsored me to the 
SFC.  This happened in the mid-90’s 
at a time when the SFC was not 
known in California.  Inspired by your 
efforts to spread the word about the 
SFC, we, at T.Hasegawa USA, , be-
came passionate about the SFC and 
longed to have a meeting established 
in California.  We did a grassroots 
effort to spread the word to our fla-
vorist peers in California.   Today, we 
have a strong California representa-
tion, adding to the strength, vibran-
cy, and longevity of the SFC.  Your 
passion for the SFC and acts of kind-
ness had all of us down the line pay-
ing it forward. 

From the Chairperson,  

Elsa Howerth: 

 

 

Ishikawa-san and Unno-san visited you at the President’ s reception in 1993. 

At the 1994 Flavor Symposium, you were the Vice-President of the SFC 
seated here with Saito-san, Richard Heinze, and Carl Holmgren. 

At the 1994 Flavor Symposium, while you were VP, I took my interview 
for apprentice membership along with my colleagues, Louise Bone and 
Suzukisan. 

Now 27 years later and as Chairperson, bestowing you the Golden 
Blotter Award today, I am truly grateful to have this opportunity to give 
you this recognition.  Thank you for everything, Leslie.    
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.   
First and foremost, I want to thank you, Elsa, and Paul, and 
the entire Society Of Flavor Chemists Board for bestowing 
on me this prestigious award.  I appreciate and humbly 
accept it.  I also want to thank Dennis, Nick, Carl, and Bipin 
for their wonderful words. 

This profession and this industry have been incredibly good 
to me.  By serving both, The Society and the industry has 
been just a token of my appreciation.  I did it with all my 
heart and my ability.  I am happy to see a vibrant Flavor 
Chemist society.  My hat’s off to the present board and 
previous boards to keep the energy and vibrancy of the 
Society ongoing.  I remember the joy in my early years  to 
attend the meetings in The Chemists’ Club in Manhattan. 

You rub  shoulders 
with the big names 
like Heim, many of 
them founding 
members of the So-
ciety.  As treasurer, I 
was happy to have a 
thousand dollars in 
the Society’s ac-
count.  Now look at 
your accounts to-
day.  Hard work 
pays off.  It is said, 
everyone has a 

guardian angel.  I believe I have two.  My two guardian an-
gels are Colman Goldhammer and Gerry Kraus.  They were 
the ones that started me in this unique profession.  They 
took a chance with a penniless immigrant from Romania 
and launched me to a bright future.  Working with and for 
the best of our industry like Colman, Gerry, Paul Rice, Jerry 
DiGenova, Cliff Desch, Dick Potter, Alve Tolio, Carly Weiner, 
Ernest Polak just to name a few, shaped me in my career.  
My technical background and being a flavorist helped me to 
tremendously in my later management positions, and espe-
cially serving on the boards of FEMA and IOFI.  I was able to 
bring to the front the needs of the flavor industry from the 
flavorist point of view.  It worked very well.  I travelled the 
world in my position and I promoted the Society every-
where, but especially in Japan and Elsa mentioned some of 
that.  Many of our Japanese members joined upon my rec-
ommendation.  I always believed and still believe that the 
position of the flavor chemist was especially important in a 
flavor company.   

Yes good relationships with customers, good service, 
and good consumer insights were also important.  But if 
you didn’t have a winning formula, you didn’t go very 
far.  In that regard, when I ran the  

flavor business in the US for Firmenich, I instituted a 
formal flavorist training program that was highly suc-
cessful.  I was the only flavorist member of the 
Firmenich executive committee.  And I did this inspite of 
many questions —Why do we train our flavorists?  Do 
they have the obligation to stay with us? (Of course, 
legally we cannot do that.)  But my concept was that, 
we train and other people train, and the industry is 
better for it.   

So we went for-
ward.  We are part 
of an industry that 
contributes  every-
day to the well-
being of humanity.   

Our industry is very 
capable to adapting 
to any needs of our 
customers and their 
customers, the con-
sumers.  When I 
came back from 
Brazil, everything 
had to be kosher 

then halal then GMO-free.  When I came back from Ja-
pan, everything had to be natural.  The flavorists rose to 
the occasion and were able to satisfy  every need. 

On a personal level, I am happily married to my wife, 
Stephanie, for 54 years.  As the saying goes, behind a 
successful man, there is even a more successful woman.  
In our married life, we moved 11 times, and twice to 
different continents.   We have 3 children and 9 beautiful 
grandchildren—all the love of my life.  Presently, we live 
in Princeton in the house we built exactly the same way 
the third time.  One in Rocklin County, one in Cincinnati, 
Ohio,  and this one in Princeton, NJ.  Exactly the same 
house. 

Again, I thank you.  And I wish you further success in 
your professional and personal lives.  I really appreciate 
this award.  Thank you. 

Leslie L. Blau 
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TIME ALLOCATION ACTIVITY INDIVIDUALS INVOLVED 

10 minutes 

Intro and Questions: Online link to the 
written portion is sent by  

membership@flavorchemist.org via  

surveymonkey.com.  Please do not open 
the link until you are on the video  
conference with SFC Membership Chair 

Candidate, Proctor and Membership 
Chair 

1 hour 30 minutes Organoleptic and online written interview Candidate & Proctor 

30 minutes Review online written responses 
Membership Chair and Interviewing 

Panelists 

45 minutes - 1 hour Verbal Interview 
Candidate, Membership Chair, and  

Interviewing Panelists 

10 minutes Membership Deliberation 
Membership Chair and Interviewing 

Panelists 

5 minutes Follow-up and feedback 
Candidate, Membership Chair, and  

Interviewing Panelists 

1) Applications are now submitted through the SFC website. 

2) Candidate’s interviews are processed based on order of when their application was received. 

3) The Membership Chair will contact the candidate at least 2 weeks prior to their interview date. 

4) We enlist the help of a proctor, who is a certified flavorist available to be onsite 

• to reserve the room so candidate is undisturbed 

• to help maintain the integrity of the process by ensuring no outside resources are being used 

• to provide the candidate with organoleptic materials, blotters, and baggie 

Since the cancellation of our physical meetings due to COVID-19,  we have  created a remote process by 
which we could continue to conduct the  testing and interview of applicants.  The process is outlined be-
low.  We have successfully gone through this process since its first implementation in April 2020. 

MEMBERSHIP COMMITTEE 
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5)  We meet on video conference with both the proctor and the candidate prior to the interview day 
(approx. 30 minutes). 

6)   The written portion is on Survey Monkey (SM) and the candidate has 1.5 hours to complete the organ-
oleptic and written portion; during that time they can call us with any questions. 

7)   After the candidate finishes the SM (written part), the answer key, along with the candidate’s respons-
es are emailed to the interviewing panelists. 

8)   The panelists spend 30 minutes reviewing the candidate’s responses and determining if there are fol-
low-ups from the written portion that need clarification. 

9)   The Membership Chair calls the candidate to return to video conference for the verbal portion, which 
is 45 minutes to 1 hour. 

10)   The panel can ask anything pertaining to the syllabus. 

11)   At the completion of the verbal potion,  the panel deliberates and comes to a consensus on the candi-
date’s interview. 

12)   The Membership Chair (and panelists too, if they have time) shares constructive feedback with the 
candidate. 

13)   The Membership Chair tells the candidate if they’re recommended for membership or upgrade.  How-
ever, they won’t officially become a member (or upgraded) until the next business meeting where 
there is a quorum and a passing vote by certified SFC members. 

14)   Their certificate will have the date of the SFC business meeting they were voted in, not the date they 
interviewed. 

15)   The whole interview process takes 3 hours 25 minutes. 

16)   The maximum number of candidates that can be processed by remote testing is 30 candidates for 
2021, which we have exceeded in 2020. 

❖ ❖ ❖ 

Dana Chen is the Membership Committee Chair.  This is her 
third year at this role. She had been a Chicago Program 
Committee Chair for several years. She has been a certified 
member since 2007.  She currently works for Bell F&F.  For 
questions, suggestions, or feedback regarding membership, 
she can be reached at    Membership@flavorchemist.org.  

Membership Committee Update continued ... 

mailto:membership@flavorchemist.org
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Dear Member, 

As a Proud Member of the SFC, and your Media Chairperson for 2021-2022, my goal is to digitally connect 
and engage our extensive and unique Flavorist community.  With our "new normal" of working remote, so-
cial distancing and cancelled meetings/events now more than ever is a great time to activate ourselves.  

We'd like to begin featuring our members in a short and sweet way.  This will be shared within our Mem-
ber's-Only Network.  Frequency of distribution will depend on responses received and feedback.  

To participate, please do the following:  

1. Email media@flavorchemist.org with subject line "Feature Flavorist" 

2. Provide a picture of yourself (professional or in action outside of work) 
3. Copy and paste this template to your email response and fill out as many answers as you would like. 
 See template/questionnaire in the following two pages. 

 

By engaging you will: 
• Digitally introduce yourself to our newest members 

• Newest members, great way to get your name out there 

• Connect with existing members you may not have met 

• Put a face to a name 

• Spark a conversation 

• Inspire a peer 

• Cultivate an invaluable rapport 

I look forward to receiving your responses and helping facilitate these priceless connections within our 
community.   

Warm regards, 

Alison S. Freedman 

SFC Media Chair 2021-2022 

 

Alison Freedman is an active certified 
member since 2018.  She currently 
works for Firmenich.  For questions, 
suggestions, or feedback regarding the 
Media Committee,  she can be reached 
at  Media@flavorchemist.org. 

❖ ❖ ❖ 

MEDIA COMMITTEE 

mailto:media@flavorchemist.org
file:///C:/Users/howerth/OneDrive - Kerry Group/Documents/EEH/SFC/SFC Media Committee/Member Questionnaire .docx
mailto:media@flavorchemist.org
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FEATURE FLAVORIST 

questionnaire 

NAME   

CURRENT COMPANY   

What do you like most about 
being a Flavorist? 

  

What embodies you in chemical 
or botanical form? 

  

What is your signature material 
if you have one? 

  

What is your favorite memory 
of working in the industry? 

  

What advice would you give 
yourself back when you were 
training as a Flavorist? 

  

What is something someone 
would be surprised to know 
about you? 

  

What music album changed 
your life? 

  

What is your biggest pet peeve?   

If the magic genie gave you 
three wishes, what would they 
be? 

  

If you were stuck on a desert 
island what food would you 
choose? 

  

What is your zodiac sign?   
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FEATURE FLAVORIST 

questionnaire 

My favorites (pick 3-5)   

color   

food   

culinary cuisine   

flavor   

fruit   

pastime   

drink   

quote   

sport   

movie   

tv show   

city   

vacation spot   

song   

singer/band   

animal   

book   
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Thurs, Sept 9, 2021 

451st Meeting of The Society Of Flavor Chemists (SFC) 

In conjunction with CSA Roundtable 2021 

Thurs, Sept 30, 2021 

452nd Meeting of The Society Of Flavor Chemists (SFC) 

Virtual on Zoom 

Thurs, Oct 21, 2021 

453rd Meeting of The Society Of Flavor Chemists (SFC) 

Virtual on Zoom 

Mon-Wed  
Oct 25-27, 2021 

2021 FEMA Symposium   
https://www.femaflavor.org/ 

Tue-Wed 

Nov 16-17, 2021 

2021 Flavorcon Virtual    
https://www.flavorcon.com/ 

❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ 

Upcoming Events 

Editor’s Note  If you would like to submit an article, announcement, and /or 
message relevant to our membership body, and any questions, suggestions, or feedback , 
please do not hesitate to contact Elsa Howerth at elsa.howerth@kerry.com 

CALENDAR 

Thurs, Nov 18, 2021 

454th Meeting of The Society Of Flavor Chemists (SFC) 

Virtual on Zoom 

mailto:elsa.howerth@kerry.com

